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Exits are heavily negotiated provisions in any development joint venture.  Developers want 

to realize their promote (i.e., the disproportionate share of profits distributable to Developer after 

certain threshold returns to the Capital Provider have been achieved) upon project stabilization, 

because the Developer considers its promote “earned” once stabilization is achieved and the 

promote will typically diminish with time due to the build-up of the Capital Provider’s preferred 

return or IRR hurdle amounts.  Capital Providers often want their capital to remain invested over 

a longer term investment period.  This tension between different investment horizons complicates 

exit/liquidity negotiations between Developers and Capital Providers. 

A buy/sell is an imperfect exit mechanism. The Developer’s limited access to capital may 

make exercising the buy/sell impracticable.  On the other hand, because Capital Providers are 

intent on keeping their capital invested, a Capital Provider may resist a forced sale right that gives 

the Developer the right to take the project to market.  A right of first offer (which typically 

accompanies such sale rights) will not necessarily protect the Capital Provider’s interest, because 

the Developer will likely set an above-market price, leaving the Capital Provider with the 

unsatisfactory choice between buying at such price or risking premature liquidation of its 

investment.  Developer liquidity rights solve some of these problems but introduce others. 

A Developer liquidity right typically provides the Developer a defined (6 to 12 month) 

exercise window commencing at or shortly after substantial completion or stabilization of the 

project.  Upon exercise of the right, the joint venture partners determine the fair market value 

(FMV) of the project by agreement or an appraisal process.  The liquidity mechanism may provide 

the Capital Provider with different liquidity options once the FMV is determined.  These options 

include buying the Developer’s venture interest at a price assuming a hypothetical sale of the 

project at the FMV or agreeing to market and sell the project at or above a threshold price (say 

95% of the FMV). 2 

                                                           
1 George Ruhlen is Managing Director at The Carlyle Group; Dean Pappas is a Partner with Goodwin Procter LLP.  

  
2 As mentioned, Developers often want to realize their promote immediately upon stabilization of the project.  

However, many Capital Providers are or invest through real estate investment trusts (REITs) and are at risk of incurring 

a 100% tax on gain if the newly-developed project is sold before the expiration of the two year prohibited-transaction 

safe harbor period (i.e., the project must be held post-completion for the production of income for at least two years 

in order to qualify for the safe harbor).  The REIT prohibited transaction rules create additional tension between a 

Developer and a Capital Provider who is or invests through a REIT as to timing, because the project may (and, in the 

case of multi-family residential projects, often will) stabilize well before the expiration of the safe harbor period.  If 

the Developer is permitted to exercise its liquidity right upon stabilization, the Capital Provider may be unable to 

protect itself from a perceived high FMV determination by putting the project to market without risking the imposition 

of a 100% tax on its gain. 
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Some ventures provide the Capital Provider with an alternative option commonly known 

as “freezing the promote” or “crystallization”.  If the Capital Provider elects the crystallization 

option, the partners will run the hypothetical sale proceeds (assuming sale of the project at the 

FMV) through the distribution waterfall to determine the net proceeds that each partner would 

receive in connection with the hypothetical sale and then reset their percentage interests based on 

the allocation of such proceeds.  For example, if the Developer would receive $20,000,000 (most 

of which constitutes Developer’s promote) and the Capital Provider would receive $80,000,000 of 

hypothetical sale proceeds, their percentage interests would be reset at 20% and 80%, respectively.  

Future capital contributions and distributions of cash flow and capital proceeds are then made in 

accordance with these adjusted percentage interests.  The Developer’s promote is thereby fixed, 

although it remains subject to market fluctuations according to the final exit price realized on the 

project. 

In lieu of multiple liquidity options, the partners may agree upon a stand-alone 

crystallization right whereby the Developer or Capital Provider can simply force crystallization 

and adjustment of the partners’ percentage interests.  Such provisions may be useful when the 

Developer and Capital Provider both have a long-term hold strategy for the project or if the Capital 

Provider terminates Developer’s management rights without cause.  Stand-alone crystallization 

rights may and often will permit the withdrawal of the exercise notice by the exercising partner or 

allow an objecting partner to take the project to market in lieu of crystallizing the promote; these 

rights protect a partner from an unfavorable FMV determination. 

Whether as a stand-alone right or a Capital Provider option in a Developer liquidity 

provision, crystallization presents a number of issues beyond those mentioned above.  First, 

crystallization may leave the Developer without the right to trigger an exit in the future.  The 

Developer’s funding obligations are also increased in proportion to its percentage interest, so the 

Developer must be confident that it can satisfy future funding obligations.  A Developer may ask 

to fix its capital funding percentage for certain significant shortfalls (e.g., refinancing shortfalls) 

at the original capital funding percentages (say, 90/10 or 95/5) rather than the crystallized/adjusted 

percentages; however, such varying capital funding percentages raise issues regarding the 

treatment of different capital in the distribution waterfall and also may result in the possible 

dilution of Developer’s interest.  Additionally, the Developer’s management rights may be 

substantially reduced because the Capital Provider will often assume full control of the venture 

following crystallization.    

To address a number of the issues noted above, the partners may simply agree to determine 

the value of the promote as of a particular “liquidity date” using the valuation methods described 

above and then pay the promote in installments over a period of time.  Although the promote is 

effectively realized and fixed as of the liquidity date, this method of crystallizing the promote gives 

the venture and Capital Provider time to generate the cash or capital proceeds required to pay the 

promote.  Whether the frozen promote earns any return or interest from the date that it is 
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determined until it is paid and whether it is subject to  forfeiture in the event of a “bad boy” act on 

the part of the Developer are subject to negotiation.  Typically, the promote will not earn any 

interest or return once it is fixed and, if the Developer retains a capital interest in the venture 

beyond the fixed promote or continues to manage the project (whether as managing or 

administrative member of the venture or as a property manager) after the liquidity date, the 

promote may remain subject to forfeiture for egregious acts such as fraud, theft, and willful 

misconduct and gross negligence. 

The partners, particularly the Developer, should also consider whether the resetting of 

percentage interests constitutes a capital shift and treated as an income recognition event.  In the 

context of a crystallization, a capital shift may occur if the value of the Developer’s partnership 

interest post-crystallization exceeds its value pre-crystallization.  Moreover, in that case, the 

Developer may be deemed to have received a new interest in the joint venture attributable to its 

services, constituting ordinary income in the amount of such excess value.  Crystallization is often 

accompanied by a book-up of capital accounts in order that the capital accounts be maintained to 

reflect the new distributive scheme in accordance with applicable tax regulations.  The income tax 

issues raised by crystallization are generally manageable if the parties seek the advice of tax 

lawyers experienced in partnership tax law at the beginning of the partnership negotiations. 

In California, a change of ownership (and a real property tax reassessment and transfer tax) 

will be triggered when a person acquires a majority ownership interest in the partnership.  A 

crystallization event may cause a partner’s percentage interest to exceed fifty percent (e.g., this 

may occur in a 50/50 partnership that includes a promote).  Arguably, crystallization does not 

involve the “acquisition” of an interest in the partnership and does not effectuate a change in 

ownership under California law because it simply reflects the beneficial ownership of the partners 

as of the crystallization date (i.e., the percentage of the partnership’s assets that each partner would 

receive if the partnership was liquidated on that date); however, the authors are not aware of any 

legal authority that provides guidance in respect of this issue. 

Developer liquidity rights and crystallization concepts are becoming more prevalent as 

capital inflow to real estate development and Developer bargaining leverage increase.  If structured 

thoughtfully, these exit rights may effectively address the Developer’s goal of maximizing the 

promote while preserving the Capital Provider’s long term investment objectives, but real estate 

practitioners must carefully consider the numerous issues raised by, and the potential unintended 

consequences of, these exit mechanisms. 


